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La Cathedrale engloutie (5:25) Performed by pianist Ivan Ilic in April 2006, Paris Problems play this file? See the media report. La Katedrale Engluti is a prelude written by French composer Claude Debussy for piano solo. It was published in 1910 as the tenth prelude in the first Debussy of two volumes of
twelve piano preludes each. This is typical of Debussy in form, harmony and content. Musical Impressionism This prelude is an example of Debussy's musical impressionism in that it is a musical image, or a hint of, an image or an idea. Debussy often referred to his plays as an accurate depiction of what
he composed, like La Mer, De pas-sur la Neij, or Jardins sous la pluie. In the case of two volumes of preludes, he places the title of the piece at the end of the piece, either to allow the pianist to react intuitively and individually to the music, before learning that Debussy intended the music to sound, or to
apply more ambiguity to the allusion of music. Since this piece is based on a legend, it can be considered programmatic music. The legend of Ys This part is based on an ancient Breton myth in which the cathedral, submerged under water off the coast of Ys Island, rises from the sea on clear mornings
when the water is clear. Sounds can be heard when priests are chanting, bells are ringing and playing on the organ from the sea. Accordingly, Debussy uses certain harmonies to refer to the story of the legend, in the style of musical symbolism. For a start, Debussy uses parallel fifths. The first chord of
the piece consists of sonorous Gs and Ds (open fifth). The use of harsh, open fifths here hint at the idea of church bells, which sound from afar, across the ocean. The opening measures marked by pianissimo introduce us to the first series of ascending parallel fifth chords, These chords are two things: 1)
the eastern pentatonic scale that Debussy heard during the performance of Javanese play music at the 1889 General Exhibition in Paris, and 2) a medieval song of music similar to the organ in parallel fifths of Musica's enchidis, a treatise on 9th-century music. The shape of the ascending phrase may be
a representation of the slow appearance of the cathedral from the water. After the beginning of the partition Debussy gently removes the cathedral from the water, modulating to B major, forming the melody in a wave-like way, and including important narrative instructions in the measure of 16: Peu and
peu sortant de bru lame (Coming out of the fog of little-to-a-half). It shows Debussy on his closest display of musical impressionism. Then, after a section marked Progressive Aumberzes (slowly growing), the cathedral appeared and the great organ is heard on the dynamic level fortissimo 28–41). It is the



loudest and deepest part of the piece, and is described in the score as Sonore without duret (Sonorous, but without rigidity). After the solemn entrance and exit of the organ, the cathedral is plunged back into the ocean (measures 62-66) and the organ is heard again, but out of the water. To achieve these
effects, which reflect the images of the castle, most performers use specific techniques against pedals and articulation to influence the color of the tone. For example, some performers use their full body weight to bend keys to create a rich sound. Also, the performers create a ringing bell sound, instantly
releasing pedal notes. At last the cathedral disappeared from sight, and only the bells could be heard, in the distant pianissimo. Music Analysis Form This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding links to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged
and removed. (April 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this message template) Organ chords in La cath'drale engloutieThe overall shape of this part can be loosely attributed to the thorn form of the ABA, which breaks down well into sections in the written key change, so that A includes the beginning
of measurement 46, B includes measures 47-71, and AI includes in a measure of 72 to the end. Each larger section can be further divided into smaller sections and themes, which are arranged to give parts a roughly symmetrical structure. Section A itself can be divided into three small sections: a1 (m. 1-
15), a2 (m. 16-21) and a3 (m. 22-46). The introduction of the part (a1) features G's main pentatonic collection in the ascending chords of the block of organum flags to sing with plenty of parallel fifths. This motif is repeated twice, but each time the bass moves down one step, so the first repetition of the
motif occurs over the F in the bass, and the second repetition over E. This changes the collector's center of the hole to the relative E minor pentatonic. The top note of this motif, E, is held in octaves and repeated, causing the sound of church bells. This results in a brief section within a1, where a new
theme is presented in C minor, weaving around E's tone bell. On m. 14, the initial pentatonic theme returns, but this time is over C in bass. This is the first hint of the true tonic of section A and the piece as a whole. Section a2 begins at 16 with a change of key to the B major and a new rhythmic drive
introduced by triplets of the 8th note in the left hand. This is in stark contrast to the slow, open quarter-and-half line of the A1 section note, although the right hands still have similar ascending quarter notes. In m. 19, a slightly modified version of this material is presented in E-flat major. Melodic material in
both major B and E-flat modes of these keys. This section builds to the arrival on section a3. The beginning of the a3 part (m. 22-27) is built on the G dominating the 7th chord and returns to using the more open sound of half the note and the quarter of the line notes. This builds up to the climax of the work
on m. 28, where the main thematic material of section A, hinted throughout the previous material, presented in C major fortissimo. Thick flea chords, played with both hands, evoke the sound of the organ. While much of this theme is presented in basic diatonic C, the addition of a B-apartment in m. 33-37
briefly changes the mode to C mixolidian before returning to the Ionian (main). The end of measure a3, 42-46, serves as a transition to Section B part. Section B presents modulation to C minor SH and presents the corresponding melodic material from section A/a1. This material expands and builds to a
climax in Section B at number 61. As the music recedes down from this climax, one of the most interesting part sonorities is represented in m. 63 in the form of dominant 7th chords with chordal planning. The roots of these planned chords follow the key signature, but the quality of each chord remains
dominant. This gives way to the transition to 4-measurements (m. 68-71) to the final section of AI. The AI section is something of a mirror image of the original section A. The main theme C, which was originally presented in the final (a3) section returns at the beginning of the AI, this time pianissimo, is not
scored as thickly, and in the lower register over the oscillating 8th figure of the note in the bass. This gives way to the final small part of the work (m. 84-89), which is a mirror for the introduction of the work (a1). The rising pentatonic figure seen at the beginning appears here, this time in the C major tonic.
The piece ends on a C main chord with an added degree of scale 2. The almost symmetrical shape of the ABA helps to illustrate the legend that Debussy refers to work, and his markings help to point to both form and legend. For example, the first section is described as dans une brume doucement
sonore or in a sweetly sounding mist. Then, when measuring 16, the markings say: peu and peu sortes de la brume, or a little by a little coming out of the fog. This change in images (as well as the accompanying changes in tonality) can represent the cathedral coming out of the water. In moderation 72,
the marking says: Comme un cho de la phrase entendue pr'cedemment, or as an echo previously heard a phrase that may be like a cathedral, which arose gradually getting further and perhaps returning to the water. Thematic/motivational structure In this play Debussy composes music using motivational
development rather than thematic development. After all distrust of thematic development as a method of composition. In fact, the whole part consists of two main motifs, with the first motif there in three different variations, making a total of 4 fragments (not counting inversions and transpositions of each).
Motives: 1) D-E-B Ascending; 1a) D-E-A ascending; 1b) D-E-G ascent; 2) E-C' downward. Debussy masterfully saturates the entire structure of the work with these motifs in large-scale and small ways. For example, motif 1 appears at the bottom of the right chord at the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters of the
14th (D-E-B) notes, and again in the next three quarters of the stroke notes (D-E-B). Not coincidentally, the motive of 1b is heard in the 4th, 5th and 6th quarter of the beats note measuring 14 (B-D-E). Motive 1 is heard on a larger scale in bass notes (dotted whole notes) in measurements 1-16, striking the
motive notes with inversion and transposition on down-impact measures 1, 15 and 16 (G-C-B). In addition, under measures 1 to 15, two cases of motive 2 (G in measurement 1, E in a measure of 5; E in measurement 5, C in measurement 15.) Motive 1 is also heard in the voice of the soprano from
measurement 1-15: High D in measurements 1, 3 and 5; soprano E octave, which occurs 12 times from measures 6-13; High B in measurements 14 and 15. Throughout this motif of repetition, transposition, and inversion, Themes (longer phrases made of lesser motifs) remain very static, with only a rare
lengthening or abbreviation throughout the piece: The ascending pentatonic theme in measurement 1 (theme 1) is repeated in measurements 3, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 84, 85, and with small variations in measures 28-40 and 72-83. The second theme (theme 2), which first appeared in measurements 7-13, is
repeated in measurements 47-51. Context This prelude is typical of Debussy's compositional characteristics. It's a complete study of the chords of sound that covers the entire spectrum of the piano, and that includes one of Debussy's signature chords (the main tonic triads with added 2nd and 6th
degrees). Third, it shows the use of Debussy's parallel harmony (section beginning in dimension 28, especially), which is defined as the coloration of a melodic line. This is very different from a simple melodic doubling, like the 3rd place in Valls, or the 5th in La Mere, which is usually not audible alone
without a significant accompaniment figure. Parallel harmony makes chords understood not so much with functional roots, but as colorist extensions of the melodic line. In general, this prelude, as a representative of 24 preludes, shows the radical compositional process of Debussy, if we consider it in light
of the previous 200 years of classical and romantic music. Debussy's parallelism in La cath'drale engloutie contains examples of one of the most significant techniques found in music The Impressionist period is called concurrency. There are two methods of concurrency in music; accurate and non-
compact. Non-actual concurrency allows the quality of harmonic intervals to vary across the line, even if the interval sizes are identical, while the exact parallelism of size and quality remains the same as the line moves. Imperfect concurrency can give a sense of tonality, while precise concurrency can
dispel the sense of tonality, since the content of a step cannot be analyzed diatonically in one way. Debussy uses the technique of parallelism (also known as harmonic planning) in its prelude to dilute the sense of direction movement found in previous traditional progressions. The application creates a
tonal ambiguity, which is often observed in impressionistic music. It may be noted that it took some time for impressionist music to be appreciated, but the criticism and listening public eventually heated up to this experiment in harmonic freedom. There are various arrangements and transcriptions of the
work. The transcription of the solo organ was made by Leon Roque and Jean-Baptiste Robin in 2011 (recorded by Brillant Classics 94233). It was arranged for the orchestra by Leopold Stoski as The Engulfed Cathedral and released in 1930. He appears in the cover of John Sorn's album Naked City's
Grand Guignol album. Sections of Debussy's play are also used in the introduction and finale of the Renaissance song At the Harbour, from their 1973 album Ashes Are Burning. Isao Tomita organized the play for the electronic synthesizer as part of his record Snowflakes Are Dancing 1973-1974. John
Carpenter used it as a sound track in his 1981 sci-fi film Escape from New York. Composer Henri Busser made a transcription for the orchestra of this piece in 1921, while composer Colin Matthews arranged it for the Halle Orchestra in 2007. Notes: Lobanova, Marina, trance. Kate Cook, Musical Style
and Genre: History and Modernity (Routledge, 2000), 92. Hutcheson, Ernst, Piano Literature (New York: Knopf, 1981), 314. DeVoto, Mark. Debussy Sound: color, texture, gesture. Cambridge companion Debussy. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 190. Trezeze, Simon.
Timeline of Debussy's life and works. Cambridge companion Debussy. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), xv and Potter, Caroline. Debussy and Nature. Debussy's companion. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 141. DeVoto, Mark.
Debussy Sound: color, texture, gesture. Cambridge companion Debussy. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 190. Orti, Rudolph. Thematic process in music. (New York: Macmillan, 1951), 205. Lockspeiser, Edward. His life and mind, Volume 2. (McMillin, 1965), 231. ^ ^
Rudolf. Thematic process in music. (New York: Macmillan, 1951), 195. Orti, Rudolph. Thematic process in music. (New York: Macmillan, 1951), 196-199. DeVoto, Mark. Debussy Sound: color, texture, gesture. Cambridge companion Debussy. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2003), 190. DeVoto, Mark. Debussy Sound: color, texture, gesture. Cambridge companion Debussy. Ed Simon Trezeze. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 187. Connie Mayfield, Theory Essentials (Cengage Learning 2012), 483 - McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. Claude Debussy, (1998):
Accessed March 17, 2015 www.mhhe.com/socscience/music/kamien/student/olc/29.html and Katedrale Engluti. Faber Music. Received on July 24, 2016. External References preludes (Book 1): Results in the International Project of the Library of Musical Scores (IMSLP) extracted from the debussy
sunken cathedral sheet music. debussy sunken cathedral imslp. debussy sunken cathedral analysis. debussy sunken cathedral youtube. debussy sunken cathedral story. debussy sunken cathedral piano. debussy sunken cathedral score. debussy sunken cathedral orchestra
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